A SECOND FOOTNOTE TO
BIBLIOTHECA FICTIVA
We are pleased to offer for sale a new publication
from Arthur Freeman, a second footnote to his
inventory of fakes and forgeries, Bibliotheca Fictiva,
which was published by Bernard Quaritch Ltd in 2014
and followed by Julia Alpinula in 2015.
Catullus Carmen 17.6, a partly historical, partly
philological essay, offers a general account of the early
preservation,
post-medieval
recovery,
and
Renaissance evolution of the text of Catullus, with
specific reference to one speculative reading in
Carmen 17 (‘De Colonia’), and certain humanist twists
and forgeries that accompanied its long editorial
history.
Accompanying the narrative is a substantial
bibliographical appendix that provides a checklist of
significant editions of Catullus in Latin from 1475 to
the present day, with brief notes of relevance and
location.
Copies are now available to purchase from our
website, priced at £15.
8vo (230 x 155 mm), pp. 86; three illustrations; in
paper wrappers.

ALMANACS!

1. [ALMANACS.] A volume containing 10 English
almanacs for the year 1781. London, printed for the
Company of Stationers and sold by John Wilkie, at their
Hall in Ludgate-Street, 1781.
10 almanacs bound together, 8vo; printed in red and
black, with numerous woodcut vignettes and diagrams;
beautiful, clean copies, bound in contemporary red
morocco, boards with elaborate gilt frame, spine gilt in
compartments, spine darkened, lettering piece partly
missing, edges slightly rubbed; vellum stubs bound in at
fore-edge with manuscript titles marking the beginning
of each almanac; red two pence stamp duty tax and stamp
of The Law Society, London, to each title.
£475
A collection of ten popular London almanacs for the year
1781, including The Gentleman’s Diary, The Ladies’
Diary, Vox Stellarum, Merlinus Liberatus, Parker’s
Ephemeris, Old Poor Robin, The English Apollo,
Speculum Anni, Wing’s Ὀλύμπια Δώματα, and The
Coelestial Atlas.
The subjects covered by the almanacs include the more
obvious calendars, astronomical and astrological
observations and tables, but also enigmas, mathematical
exercises, lists of lord mayors, sheriffs, clerics, judges,
and aldermen, coach rates, rates of watermen, interest
tables, and tales (including the story of “The Witch of
the Woodlands”). The final almanac, The Coelestial
Atlas, also includes an interesting catalogue of
schoolbooks printed for the Company of Stationers.

The majority of these almanacs are recorded as surviving
in only a few copies in British and North American
institutions. ESTC shows most holdings to be at the
British Library and Lambeth Palace Library in the UK,
and at the Huntington Library and Society of Cincinnati
in North America. Season’s Speculum Anni appears to
be particularly rare, with only one copy recorded in the
UK, at Lambeth Palace Library.
ESTC T57502, T58284, T16923, T17077, T29548,
T17663, T17762, N49013, T28628, T59985.
Full details are available upon request.

2. AUGUSTINE, St, attributed. Meditationum liber
unus. Soliloquiorum lib I. Manuale lib I. Venice,
[Giovanni Padovano & Venturino Ruffinelli], 1535.

WITH DISTINGUISHED ZUTPHEN PROVENANCE

24mo, ff. [160], with a woodcut printers’ device on the
title-page and the final verso; pale dampstain to final leaf
and rear endpapers, else a good copy in contemporary
limp vellum, worn, ties partly wanting; 17th-century
Italian medical recipe ‘per dolor de stomoco’ to rear
endpaper; ownership inscription of Cosmo Alexander
Gordon.
£400

3. BIBLE. Biblia insignium historiarum simulachris,
cum venustati, tu[m] veritati accomodis illustrate.
[Paris], François Gryphius, 1542.

A scarce and attractive small-format edition of these
works often printed together and traditionally attributed
to Augustine of Hippo. There are two variants of this
edition, the other without the woodcut devices.

8vo, ff. [viii], 553, [22], [1, blank], roman letter in
double columns, title within woodcut border and
bearing woodcut printer’s device, with three small
woodcut initials, 166 column-width and seven slightly
smaller woodcut illustrations after Holbein, Hans
Sebald Beham and others, all coloured in a
contemporary hand, chapter numbers underlined in
red, initials touched in red; some light staining and
soiling, short marginal tear in one leaf (B4, not affecting
text), but generally in very good condition; a few
marginal notes in a contemporary hand, further notes in
the same hand on final leaf of text, final blank and on 11
of 24 blank leaves bound in at beginning and end of
volume; contemporary Flemish blind-stamped calf over
wooden boards, remains of two clasps (brass catches
remaining on upper cover), pastedowns (now lifted)
from a mid-fifteenth-century manuscript Breviary
written on vellum (see below); rubbed, worn, and
scratched, evidence of metal corner- and centrepieces
now missing, rebacked preserving most of spine, new
endpapers, upper joint cracking but firm.
£6500
First Gryphius edition of the complete Bible. This is the
second issue or impression; the first appeared the
previous year.

‘The Gryphius Bible woodcuts, beginning with a set for
Acts and the Apocalypse in a New Testament of 1537
and developed into a full series by 1541, are discussed
by Johnson [‘Some French Bible illustrations, 16th
century’, in Gutenberg-Jahrbuch, 1935, pp. 190–2]. The
first three Old Testament cuts are based on Holbein
blocks common to the Dance of Death and Icones sets;
the remainder of the Old Testament illustration derives
chiefly from a series by Hans Sebald Beham. The Hofer
collection includes the 1534 German Bible in which the
Beham blocks were first used and the 1537 and 1539
volumes containing the woodcuts with Latin and German
text under the title, Biblicae historiae, artificiosissimè
depictae, all printed by Christian Egenolff at Frankfurt.
The title-border employed here by Gryphius is a free
copy of Beham’s border for the Biblicae historiae. In
the Gryphius New Testament, the Apocalypse blocks are
based on Holbein, while the others, completed by 1539,
are relatively independent of earlier sets and are well
designed with multiple scenes. The same hand is
apparent in both the copying (which is generally quite
free) and the original work. While acknowledging
Gryphius as the “first Paris master to illustrate a Bible
in the Renaissance style”, Johnson rejects the tradition
that the printer was a pupil of Geoffroy Tory and doubts
that he prepared these blocks himself … François
Gryphius settled in Paris but omitted the place of printing
from the imprints of volumes such as this ... possibly, as
Baudrier suggests, to imply a connection with
Sébastien’s Lyons press’ (Mortimer).
The pastedowns here are from a Breviary of c. 1450
written in double columns in a good gothic bastarda
bookhand, 34 lines remaining, ruled in plummet, with
rubrics, underlining in red, guide-letters for one- and
two-line initials (never supplied), and lesser initials
touched in red. The front pastedown comes from the
Sanctorale and contains readings and prayers for Saints
Peter, Paul, Mary Magdalene, and Louis, while the rear
pastedown contains readings and prayers for Easter.

Provenance: Bernard Bouwhuys of Zutphen (1515–
1602), learned priest of the church of St Walburga in
Zutphen, with his neat ownership inscription ‘Sum
Bernardi Zutphanie[n]sis al[ia]s bowhuysii’ on front
flyleaf. On his death Bouwhuys bequeathed at least 25
volumes to the celebrated chained library of St.
Walburga, mostly works in Greek and Latin (among
them a Greek manuscript of Aeschines and Demosthenes
copied by Bouwhuys in 1539) but including one volume
in Hebrew. Bouwhuys’s extensive notes in the present
volume, which was presumably his personal copy of the
Bible, are principally in Latin and Greek, with a few
words of Hebrew. Many of the notes comprise short
quotes or more extensive passages from works by
Sallust, Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (including his
‘Twelve rules’), Prosper of Aquitaine, the Italian
humanist Agostino Steuco, Erasmus, Georg Witzel (in
turn quoting Vincent of Lérins), and others.
The volume bears three slightly later ownership
inscriptions: ‘Ex bibliotheca Guilelmi Valck’ (head of
title), probably Willem Valck (1588–1658), burgomaster
of Zutphen; ‘Ex donatione / Sum E Wpten Noorth’ (head
of original front pastedown) and ‘Engelbert[us]
Wppennorth’ (head of original rear pastedown), probably
Engelbert Op Ten Noort (1585–1636), also a
burgomaster of Zutphen (see Nieuw Nederlandsch
Biografisch Woordenboek).
Adams B1028; Mortimer 69 (1541 issue).

IN A CONTEMPORARY SFORZA BINDING,
WITH UNUSUAL TOOLS…

4. BONAVENTURA, St [Pseudo-]. [Meditationes
vitae Christi.] Devotissime B. Bonaventure Cardinalis
meditationes. [Colophon:] Venice, Manfredus de
Bonellis, de Monteferrato, 14 December 1497.
8vo, A-G8, H10; ff. [3], 61, ‘90’, [1 (blank)]; gothic type
in two columns, woodcuts to A1 recto and verso, some
ff. misnumbered; outer margin of A1 neatly reinforced,
a few stains but generally clean; overall a very good
copy, bound in an early Milanese binding of brown
morocco over wooden bevelled boards, each board with
a blind-tooled cross consisting of 47 ‘dice’ within
border of 63 of the same (61 on lower board), ruled in
blind with multiple fillets, neatly and sympathetically
rebacked in calf, later endpapers; initials touched in
yellow throughout; one near-contemporary marginal
annotation and two manicules in red-brown ink; from
the library of the Collegio di San Barnaba, Milan
(‘Bibliothece Colleggij S. Barnaba Mediolan[ensis]’),
with its ink sixteenth-century ownership inscription to
title (see below); nineteenth-century ?French printed
booklabel of Wailly (possibly Natalis de Wailly,
1805–1886, French archivist, head of the manuscript
department of the Bibliothèque impériale, and
historian), with manuscript shelfmark, to lower
pastedown; from the library of Georges Petit
(1856–1920), Liège.
£2850
The second illustrated edition of the Meditations on
the Life of Christ by the so-called PseudoBonaventure, in a contemporary Milanese binding,
from the library of the college of the Barnabite Order
in Milan.

One of the most popular pious works of the later middle
ages, the Meditations went through many incunable
editions. With devotional woodcuts showing the
Lamentation (A1r) and the Crucifixion (A1v), this is only
the second edition to be illustrated, deriving its images
and otherwise-unique variant ending (‘et vitam
ipsius…’) from the 1490 Pavia edition by Jacobus de
Paucis Drapis.

Though we were unable to find another binding with this
unusual tool, nor examples of its distinctive use for both
the central panel and the borders, the design closely
resembles Milanese bindings of the period, with tooled
‘dadi’ comparable to those described by Tammaro de
Marinis as ‘come quelli adoperati in legature sforzesche
... disposti a croce latina’ (De Marinis 2557 B),
suggesting an early link with Milan and its ducal court.
The remarkable corner compositions, with very freely
filleted radiating lines and dashes, are also quite
unknown.
Provenance: the present copy bears the ownership
inscription of the Collegio di San Barnaba, the seat of
the Milanese Barnabite Order from 1538. The church
of San Barnaba, from which the Order takes its name,
was completely rebuilt by the clerics during the sixteenth
century, and a new two-storey building, including the
motherhouse of the order, the college and the school run
by the congregation, was added next to it. Their
extensive library was dispersed on various occasions,
not least in 1810, when the order was suppressed under
Napoleonic rule.
Rare: ISTC finds four copies in the UK (British Library,
Downside Abbey, Westminster Cathedral, and
Stonyhurst College) and seven in North America
(Library of Congress, Princeton, University of Illinois,
Claremont Colleges, Huntington, Bryn Mawr College,
and New York Public Library).
ISTC ib00899000; Esslin 414; GW 4758; Goff B899;
Polain 4090 (this copy). For the binding, cf. De Marinis
2557 B.

ONLY TWO OTHER COPIES KNOWN

5. CICERO, Marcus Tullius. Somnium Scipionis. Ex
sexto de Republica libro. Paris, Mathieu David (E
typographia Matthaei Davidis, via amygdalina quae est
è regione collegii Rhemensis), 1548.
4to, pp. 12; small old mould spots to last few leaves,
otherwise a good copy, in nineteenth-century blockprinted paper wrappers; contemporary manuscript word
‘finis’ and small probatio pennae to last page.
£275
Exceedingly rare edition of Cicero’s Somnium
Scipionis, printed in Paris for use at the local
university.
Mathieu David was a Parisian printer and bookseller,
active from the early 1540s, who specialised in school
books and texts for the academic world revolving around
the University of Paris. Despite his connections among
students and professors, including Petrus Ramus, and
the typographical quality of his output (typically neatly
printed, in a large and elegant font, with wide margins
to allow for manuscript annotations), David struggled to
make a real success of his business, probably due to a
lack of capital. To make up for this, in 1548 he entered
into a partnership with Jacques Cailly, who financed part
of the business and supplied the paper, while David
printed and sold the books in his shop. Unfortunately
the partnership turned out to be unfavourable to the
printer, who became increasingly indebted to his partner,
until eventually the company was dissolved in 1551.
Thereafter, David published only a few more titles before
finally ceasing all activity in 1558.

OCLC records only 2 copies, at the Bibliothèque
nationale de France and British Library.
Bibliographie des éditions parisiennes du 16e siècle
BP16_113082.

EXTENSIVELY ANNOTATED

6. CICERO, Marcus Tullius. Officiorum libri III.
Opera et diligentia Vuolfgangi Anemoecij ... adiectis
etiam de Amicitia, de Senectute, Paradoxis, atque
Somnio Scipionis ... Cum annotationibus Des. Erasmi
Roterodami, Philippi Melanchthonis, et Bartholomaei
Latomi... Cologne, Peter Horst, 1556. [bound with:]
[Idem.] Elegantiarum puerilium ex M. Tullii Ciceronis
epistolis libri tres. Collecti a Georgio Fabricio
Chemnicense. Leipzig, Valentin Bapst (Papa), 1555.
2 works bound in 1 vol., 8vo, pp. 383, [9]; [18], 221,
[17]; lower blank margin of title at some point washed
to delete a contemporary 6-line inscription, now
resulting in stains and small areas of loss, otherwise a
very good copy bound in contemporary pigskin over
wooden boards, dated 1558 and lettered ‘D B K’ in
blind to front cover, later changed to ?‘I A R’ in ink,
slightly rubbed, corners a little worn with a few small
old repairs, lacking clasps; ownership inscriptions dated
1585 to title (?‘Calcarius’ – partially erased) and within
woodcut initial on A2; with contemporary and late
C16th-century interlinear and marginal annotations
(sometimes extensive) and underlining to over 175
pages in first work (see below); various late
16th-century annotations to rear pastedown.
£950
A sammelband of two very rare editions of Cicero’s
works, extensively annotated by a nearcontemporary scholar.

The present copy shows signs of intensive scholarly use,
by at least two different readers. The most frequent and
extensive annotations are by a near-contemporary
German scholar, whose long inscription at the foot of
the title-page has sadly been mostly erased, and are
mainly concentrated in De Officiis and in De Senectute,
while a later reader has annotated only a few pages in
De Officiis and in the Paradoxa. The interlinear
annotations start as a Latin paraphrasis of the text, but
soon turn into a German translation of difficult words or
whole sentences. The marginal annotations, the great
majority of which are in Latin with some Greek words
interspersed, are in a minute but neat hand, expanding
on the meaning of some words, explaining difficult
passages or philosophical concepts, providing reference
to other authors (Livy, Varro, and Ovid among others),
analysing the syntax of some sentences, and highlighting
rhetorical structures and syllogisms. The annotations to
the rear pastedown include proverbs and moral sentences
(such as ‘Vita quid est? Labor est et habendi vana cupido
… Tristis ad extremum sollicitudo diem’), and a most
interesting list ‘In peregrinationibus observanda’ (‘the
things to observe during travels’). This is a method for
arranging the knowledge acquired by travelling, the base
of the ‘Ars Apodemica’, which became popular in the
1570s. Among the things that a good traveller ought to
observe, according to the reader, are the schools and
academies, their history and the subjects taught there,
and the libraries.
I: Only one copy recorded on OCLC, at Berlin State
Library.

A BEAUTIFUL SET

7.
CICERO, Marcus Tullius, and William
GUTHRIE (translator). The Orations … translated into
English with Notes historical and critical, and Arguments
to each … The second Edition, in which the Text has
been carefully revised and corrected, with additional
Notes. London, T. Waller, 1745 [– 1743].
3 vols, 8vo; pp. [4], xxviii, 328; [2], 359, [1, blank]; xvi,
[2], 456; woodcut ornaments; tear to blank lower
margin of p. 37 in vol. I, not affecting text; slight foxing
to vols I and II; nonetheless a very good set, bound in
contemporary British speckled calf, spines richly gilt in
compartments with gilt red and green morocco labels,
board edges roll-tooled in blind, edges speckled red; one
or two corners slightly worn, joints of vol. I cracked but
holding, headcap of vol. I lightly chipped; eighteenthcentury ownership inscriptions of Matthew Buckle,
scored through, to front free endpapers; eighteenthcentury ownership inscriptions and woodcut bookplates
of Josias Cockshutt-Twisleton, to upper pastedowns; a
handful of late eighteenth-century marginal manuscript
annotations to vol. I (pp. 154, 160, 161); twentiethcentury bookplate to upper pastedown of vol. I. £350
A very attractive set; the second edition of the first
published English translation of Cicero’s complete
Orations, with the first edition of volume III.
First published by Guthrie from 1741– 43, the first two
volumes were revised and reprinted in 1745, and were
issued with the first edition of the third volume until the
appearance of a second edition in 1752. The publication
of a second edition so soon after the first, quickly
followed by a third and fourth and several pirated
editions, shows the great success of this translation.

Provenance: from the library of Matthew Buckle, most
likely the distinguished naval officer (1716–1784) who
served as Commander-in-Chief, the Downs, from 1778
to 1779, and was promoted to full admiral in 1780. As
commander of HMS Namur, he took part in the Battle
of Lagos in August 1759, the Battle of Quiberon Bay in
November 1759, and the attack on Havana in June 1762.
Later in the library of Josias Cockshutt-Twisleton
(d. 1825) of Osbaston Hall, High Sheriff of
Leicestershire in 1789, who was declared a lunatic in
1818.
ESTC T137813 & T148967.

MUSIC TO LIFT THE SOUL

8. [CONGREGATION OF THE ORATORY OF
SAINT PHILIP NERI.] A collection of 7
componimenti sacri per musica, for the Oratory of Saint
Philip Neri of Venice. Venice, 1746–1787.
7 libretti, 12mo and small 8vo, a few with some
sporadic light foxing, but overall very good copies,
unbound.
£375
A collection of seven libretti for sacred oratorios, to
be performed in the Oratory of Saint Philip Neri in
Venice.
The Congregation would present an oratorio every
Sunday evening, and on selected feast days, for the
duration of nearly every winter season from All Saints’
Day (November 1) to Palm Sunday. The twenty- or
thirty-odd oratorios presented by the Congregation each
season were not all new compositions, but rather a
revolving repertoire, constantly updated by the addition
of a few new scores each season. The orchestral
ensemble accompanying the oratorios would
traditionally include up to seven violins, a viola, cello,
double bass, harpsichord, and, until 1755, theorbo.
The present collection includes Jaele, with music by
Antonio Bergamo, Salomone Re d’Israele, with music
by Bergamo; S. Francesco di Sales Appostolo del
Chablais, with music by Francesco Feo; Metastasio’s
S. Elena al Calvario and Betulia liberata, with music by
Francesco Feo and Niccolò Jommelli respectively;
Aretuso’s L’obbedienza di giornata, with music by
Ferdinando Bertoni; and Il ritorno del figliuol prodigo,
with music by Ferdinando Bertoni (full details are
available upon request).

The Congregation of the Oratory of Saint Philip Neri
(commonly referred to as Oratorians), founded the Saint
in Rome in the sixteenth century, is a community of
Catholic priests and lay-brothers who live a common life
without formal canonical vows, but bound together by
a bond of charity. The Oratory in Venice was located
within the convent of Santa Maria dell’Umiltà, which
was destroyed in 1824.

WITH AN IMPORTANT AUTOGRAPH LETTER

9. CONSTANT, Benjamin. Le “Cahier Rouge” de
Benjamin Constant publié par L. Constant de Rebecque.
Paris, [Paul Brodard for] Calmann Levy. [1907].
Large 8vo, pp. [6], ii, 129, [1], [2, colophon], with an
initial blank, a half-title (limitation on verso), a
frontispiece portrait of Constant aged 6, and two
additional engraved portraits on papier chine (a portrait
of Constant by Deverin, and an unidentified figure by
Leopold Flameng); title printed in red and black; a fine
copy bound in ¾ red morocco, preserving the original
red paper wrappers printed in white; with an
autograph letter, signed by Constant tipped in (3 pp.,
dated 26 July 1815) folded, slightly browned; leather
book-label of the French doctor, bibliophile and
manuscript collector Lucien Graux (1878–1944).
£1000
First edition, no. 4 of 100 copies printed on japon
imperiale. Written in 1807, Constant’s ‘Cahier Rouge’
describes his childhood and adolescence, 1767–1787.
The autograph letter bound in here, written shortly after
Napoleon’s abdication on 21 June 1815, is addressed to
‘Monseigneur’, probably Louis Antoine, Duc
d’Angoulême, as he is addressed throughout as ‘votre
altesse’. Constant mentions the ‘deplorable state’ in
which they find themselves – Constant had moved to
London after the Battle of Waterloo, and Angoulême, a
younger son of Charles X, had been purged from the
King’s council – and mentions a ‘mémoire’ sent by
Constant to the King, which had forestalled his
banishment, possibly an early version of the Mémoire

des cent jours he published later. Constant suggests the
recipient may also have read the mémoire and therefore
understood that after the return of Napoleon (during the
‘Hundred Days’ earlier in 1815), his ‘dominant idea’ was
to bring an end to the Directory. Now he wishes to
deliver France from a ‘flood of foreigners’ and
encourage the idea of a unified, independent nation led
by the King. Constant later returned to Paris in 1817,
and was elected a member of the Chamber of Deputies
in 1819, where he was a firm proponent of a
constitutional monarchy.

THE INVENTOR OF MODERN BRACES FOR TEETH

10.
DELABARRE, Christophe François.
Odontologie, ou observations sur les dents humaines,
suivies de quelques idées nouvelles sur le mécanisme
des dentiers artificiels. Paris and Rouen, L’auteur and
Le Normant, 1815.
8vo, pp. [x], 75, [8], with 4 hand coloured engraved
plates (three folding, one lacking the upper half); p. [i/ii]
bound in after p. x, occasional foxing; modern marbled
boards; a handful of contemporary manuscript
corrections to the text, probably authorial.
£450
First edition. Delabarre (1787–1862) treats the first and
second dentition, extraction, and filling of teeth, and
gives examples for artificial teeth. The coloured plates
show cross sections of teeth and of the jaw, surgical
instruments, and dentures.
‘Delabarre was one of the first to systematize occlusal
anomalies through description and illustration of
individual kinds. He also developed some of the earliest
orthodontic appliances using bands’ (Garrison-Morton).
His device used a wire ‘crib’, placed directly over each
set of two teeth in an effort to keep them in place.
Crowley 881; Garrison-Morton 3679.7; Weinberger,
p. 39.

11. ERASMUS, Desiderius (Henri ESTIENNE,
editor).
Adagiorum … Chiliades quatuor cum
sesquicenturia: magna cum diligentia, maturoque iudicio
emendatae, et secundum Concilii Tridentini decretum
expurgatae: ut ex epistola, quae pagina quinta est, fusius
patebit. Quibus adiectae sunt Henrici Stephani
Animadversiones suis quaeque locis sparsim digestae.
Paris, Nicolas Chesneau, 1572 (colophon: ‘Cudebat ...
Ioannes Charron Typographus, quinto Calendas
Decembris, anno Domini Millesimo quingentesimo
septuagesimo’ [i.e. 27 November 1570]).
Folio, ff. [xxviii], cols 1-504, 525-1360, f. [1], woodcut
printer’s device on title, woodcut head-pieces and
initials; numerous annotations in a late-eighteenth or
early nineteenth-century hand (see below); some very
minor staining and soiling, but a very good copy in late
eighteenth-century sheep-backed boards, spine gilt and
with red morocco lettering-piece; slightly rubbed,
joints, corners and edges expertly repaired.
£3800
A notable sixteenth-century edition of Erasmus’s
Adagia, with the commentary of Henri Estienne first
published in 1558. It includes a new appendix (cols
989-1360) comprising proverbs drawn from other
sources.
The appendix, which is provided with a foreword by the
jurist and philologist Claude Mignault (1536-1606),
contains material sourced from elsewhere in Erasmus’s
works (cols 991-1004), Hadrianus Junius (1005-1204),
Johann Alexander Brassicanus (1203-1222), Pythagoras
(1221-1226), Johannes Ulpius (1225-1234), Gilbert
Cousin (1233-1308), Caelius Rhodiginus (Ludovico
Ricchieri; 1309-1314), Polydore Vergil (1313-1318),
Pierre Godefroy (1317-1322), Charles de Bouelles

(1321-1326), Adrien Turnèbe and Antoine Muret (13251330), Willem van Gent (1329-1334), Junius, Willem
Canter, and Victor Giselinus (1335-1344), and Melchior
van Niepe (1345-1360).

Provenance: 1. The Jesuit College of Dinant, the gift of
Father Jean Libion, with seventeenth-century
inscriptions on title; 2. The Belgian jurist Théodore
Dotrenge (1761–1836), with his ownership inscription
‘Theod. Dotrenge’ on front free endpaper and with his
numerous and often lengthy annotations throughout.
Described as one of a number of ‘Voltairians, epicureans
and sceptics’ who called themselves liberals (van
Kalken), in a period of profound political change, he was
a defender of the rights of the press and institutions, and
stood against conscription and feudal privileges (see
Biographie nouvelle des contemporains, 1822). His
numerous and often extensive scholarly annotations here
are furnished with classical references, explanations, and
cross-references to other works of Erasmus, and
demonstrate an interest in Latin, Greek, French, Italian
and German linguistic usage. One long note in the lower
margin of cols. 647–650 concerns the word ‘phallus’,
discussing also the Italian equivalent ‘cazzo’, and words
in Liège dialect which could be expressed as ‘testa del
mio cazzo’ in Italian. Recorded in the margin of the
facing page is the utterance of a curse (‘... nominans
pudendum viri membrum’) by a respectable woman
(‘Matrona quaedam’) of Brussels who had slipped and
fallen in the snow.
Dotrenge’s library was sold in Brussels in March 1838;
books from his library can be found at Ushaw College
near Durham and at the Bibliothèque universitaire,
Poitiers.
Bibliotheca Erasmiana I 6; Pettegree & Walsby 69793
(apparently a variant of the colophon); USTC 170070
and 170071 (apparently also variants of the imprint
and/or colophon). For Dotrenge, see Frans van Kalken,
‘Esquisse des origines du libéralisme en Belgique: Le
thème politique du centre modérateur’, RHM I (1926),
pp. 161–197, p. 175.

A WINEMAKERS’ AUGUST FESTIVAL

12. [FÊTE DES VIGNERONS.] Album Officiel de la
Fête des Vignerons, Vevey 1889, 5-9 Août. Lausanne,
F. Payot, Vevey, Loertscher and Fils and Jacot
Guillarmod, 1889.
Oblong octavo, 6 lithographic colour plates by
S. Krakow, joined and folded (in 24) concertina style
(17 x 600 cm); sporadic light foxing, a few folds
reinforced, but a very good copy bound in the publisher’s
red cloth by Hug Frères, bookbinders of Zurich, front
cover illustrated in black with gilt title, rear cover with
imprint within single fillet frame; contemporary
ownership inscription ‘Yersin’ to rear pastedown.
£450
A beautiful souvenir album of the 1889 traditional
Winegrowers Festival of Vevey, in Switzerland.
The striking six-metre long lithographic panorama shows
the festival parade, and includes the winegrowers,
vineyard workers, and villagers in full traditional
costumes, including representatives from all 22 Swiss
Cantons, the Abbé (president of the winegrowers
association), brass bands and musicians, the Roman
goddess of agriculture Ceres and Bacchus on their
respective chariots, Swiss guards, and various characters
in traditional costumes.
Organised by the Confrerie des Vignerons de Vevey, the
festival, which was the first Swiss tradition included on
the UNESCO list of intangible cultural heritage, is held
5 times per century. The 1889 Fête was presided over

by Abbé-Président Paul Cérésole, Swiss politician and
Supreme Court Judge, and directed by Ernest Burnat,
with music by Hugo de Senger.

PLEASE DON’T READ IT UP A CHIMNEY AGAIN

13. HUGHES, John, translator. Letters of Abelard
and Heloise. To which is prefix’d a particular Account
of their Lives, Amours, and Misfortunes … To which is
now first added the Poem of Eloisa to Abelard by Mr.
Pope. Philadelphia: Printed for Samuel Delap. 1775.
12mo in sixes, pp. 124, wanting an engraved
frontispiece; slightly toned and foxed, dusty and slightly
soiled; modern quarter green morocco and marbled
boards; ownership inscriptions and stamp of John Griste
III dated 1787, and of Stephen Phillips Jun., scored
through.
£225
First American edition. Inscribed on the verso of the
title-page by an aggrieved early owner:
‘As this book has been pretty much upon the Rambling
Order, tis desired whoever Borrowes it again will be kind
Enough not to Read it up Chimney for the future, as it
is So Very much Smoaked Now the print in many places
is hardly precepable [i.e. perceptible]’.
ESTC lists seven copies in 5 US locations.
Evans, 13787.

UNRECORDED JESUITICA

14. [JESUITS.] LOYOLA, Ignatius de. Esercizj
spirituali di S. Ignazio di Lojola fondatore della
Compagnia di Gesù. Con l’istruzione di meditare, cavata
da’ medesimi esercizi. Rome, 1764.
8vo, pp. 92, [4], with 26 engraved plates; woodcut
emblem of the Society of Jesus to title; title slightly
soiled, light waterstain to upper outer corner of a few
leaves, sporadic light foxing, but overall a good copy,
bound in early nineteenth-century boards covered with
an unusual decorated paper, block printed to a tree bark
design.
£650
An apparently unrecorded edition of the Spiritual
Exercises, illustrated with a set of 26 iconic
engravings, anonymously re-engraved after those by
Filosi.
Published for the first time in Latin in 1548, the Spiritual
Exercises are a collection of meditations,
contemplations, and prayers written by Ignatius of
Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus. The work
enjoyed an enormous and widespread popularity from
the start, thanks in part to the many reprints and
translations into various languages which were soon
made of it.
The illustrations of the Exercises played a fundamental
role in the understanding, as well as in the success and
spread, of the text. Alongside more classical engravings
depicting scenes from the life of Christ, can be found
others with grotesque demons, as well as emblematic

ones, such as the famous engraving with the open hand
illustrating the five stages of the examination of
conscience, and the engraving depicting a sitting man in
prayer pierced by the swords of the seven deadly sins,
which are among the most iconic images in Jesuit
iconography.
We have been unable to locate another copy of this
edition on ICCU or OPAC. Not in Palau nor
Sommervogel.

ARISTOTELIAN PHILOSOPHY IN PRE-CARTESIAN PARIS

15. JOSSE, Sebastian. ‘Summae philosophicae tertia
pars suae e[st] Phy[si]ca.’ [Paris], 1662.
Manuscript on paper, in Latin, 4to (22 x 18 cm), ff.
[427] + some blanks; neatly written in brown ink in a
single hand, c. 30 lines per page; a large folded
broadside (80 x 40 cm) bound in towards end; tear
across head of broadside (neatly repaired without loss);
overall very well preserved in contemporary speckled
calf, spine richly gilt in compartments and lettered
‘Physica et Metaphysica’, edges sprinkled red; some
loss at head of spine, joints split but firm, some wear to
corners and marks to covers; signatures ‘Sebastianus
Josse’ and ‘S Josse 1662’ within text, initials ‘I.S.’
stamped in gilt on covers.
£3500
An attractive manuscript containing a thorough course
of philosophy, based largely around Aristotle's Physics,
On the Heavens, Generation and Corruption, On the
Soul, Meteorology, Metaphysics, and Politics, compiled
by Sebastian Josse when studying at the Collège des
Grassins in Paris in 1662. The volume includes a
remarkable and apparently unrecorded broadside,
printing the ‘Conclusiones philosophicae’ defended by
Josse on 25 June 1662 before his philosophy professor
Jean-Baptiste Denis (see below).
Founded in 1569, the Collège des Grassins was one of
the most important colleges of the University of Paris.
From the 1670s it became a centre for the teaching of
the works of Descartes. This manuscript is an

important witness to the pre-Cartesian philosophical
curriculum taught at the Collège in the 1660s.
Josse's extensive notes, running to over 800 pages,
encompass, among much else: matter, form, cause,
creation (including monsters), and fate; the infinite,
place, motion, vacuum, and time; the earth, heavens,
stars, and elements; the soul and the senses; comets and
manna; substance and being; angels and God; and
princes and judges. In addition to Aristotle, Josse refers
to, inter alia, Pythagoras, St Augustine, and Thomas
Aquinas.
The broadside prints 40 theses defended by Josse, on
logic, moral philosophy, physics, and metaphysics. The
text is addressed to François de Villemontée
(1598–1670), bishop of St Malo from 1658 until his
death and an ardent opponent of Jansenism. An
extraordinarily large engraving of Villemontée's arms
precedes the text, flanked by allegorical figures of
Justice and Prudence. Josse's theses were presented
before ‘Ioannes Denis Baccalaureus Theologus et
Philosophiae Professor’, i.e. Jean-Baptiste Denis
(c.1635–1704), who later studied medicine at
Montpellier and served as physician to Louis XIV.
Denis gained fame for performing the first documented
transfusion of blood from an animal to a human in 1667,
as well as for his haemostatic solution, which won him
favour with King Charles II.

UNRECORDED TESTAMENT TO LONDON TRADE
IN THE 1790S

16. [LONDON MERCHANTS.] [BOYLE, Patrick.]
A separate arrangement of all the principal merchants,
manufacturers, and traders in the cities of London and
Westminster, and borough of Southwark, with a general
index to trades. For the year 1796. [London, 1795-6.]
8vo, pp. 4 (title and index), 128 [of 132?]; some
occasional light foxing, edges a little dusty, some
creasing to corners, but a very good copy, entirely uncut
and partly unopened, in modern library cloth, roan spine
lettered in gilt (slightly sunned); small ink stamp to front
free endpaper of Birmingham Assay Office Library.
£1100
An unrecorded reissue of some of the sheets of
Boyle’s General London Guide (1794), with a new
title-page and a paginary reprint of the index, providing
an extraordinary record of London business and
trade at the close of the 18th century.
A Separate Arrangement comprises an alphabetical list
of merchants’ names (pp. 1-12), industry-specific lists
(pp. 12-119), and supplementary listings under the
heading ‘Alterations and omissions’, adding new names
to existing categories as well as new sections.
Numerous professions associated with the book
trade are included: auctioneers, booksellers,
bookbinders (e.g. ‘Staggemeuer’), copperplate makers,
engravers, paper manufacturers, printers, and letter
founders (Elizabeth Caslon, William Caslon, and
Edmund Fry). Some individuals are listed in multiple
places: John Marshall, for example, appears as a

printseller and a printer, though not as a bookseller. The
vast array of other professions featured encompasses
barge builders, playing card makers, coffee-house
keepers, cyder merchants, dentists, fringe and fancy
trimming makers, mustard manufacturers, Physicians of
the Royal College, slop sellers, truss makers,
undertakers, and purveyors of water closets and childbeds.
William Lowndes published a similar London directory
for four years from 1786 and then from 1798. Patrick
Boyle’s General London Guide had only one issue, in
1794. The guide to merchants etc. appears as pp. 1-132;
the final two leaves not found here (S1-2) comprise
some ‘miscellaneous’ tradesmen omitted elsewhere.
Not in ESTC. Of Boyle’s Guide, ESTC records only
three copies (BL, Guildhall, and Sion College).

17. [MARCHAND, Jean-Henri?]. L’esprit et la
chose. [s.l., n.p., 1768].
12mo, pp. 173, [1] blank; small tear to gutter of Exii, and
occasional light spotting, but generally very clean and
crisp throughout; contemporary ownership signature in
a neat hand on title-page; in contemporary blue boards,
remains of manuscript label on spine; some wear and
marking, but still a good copy.
£365
First edition, reissued with a cancel title, of this
uncommon novel, attributed variously to Jean-Henri
Marchand and to Jean-Augustin-Julien Desboulmiers,
that first appeared the previous year. The story deals
with a young man from Leiden with a vocation to the
priesthood, who sets off for Paris. The French capital,
however, does not turn out to be conducive to prayer
and contemplation, and our hero falls in among the
wrong sort, goes to see shows, discovers the deceptive
nature of noble beauty, and has his eyes opened to the
habits of Parisian society, finding that ‘l’esprit
… humaine voyage perpétuellement de surprise en
surprise’. After the Devil reveals himself to our
narrator, he decides that perhaps a return to Leiden
might be a better idea.
Barbier II, 197; Cioranesco 42423 for 1767 issue; outside
Continental Europe, OCLC records only one physical
copy dated 1767, at Case Western, with only digital
copies of this issue.

POLYCHROMATIC PRAISE
FOR THE POLYGLOT PRIEST!

18. [MEZZOFANTI, Giuseppe.] Tributo di lodi a
Giuseppe Mezzofanti bolognese, creato cardinale il XII
febbraio MDCCCXXXVIII. Bologna, ‘per il tipi del
nobili e compagno’, [1838]. [Bound with another copy
of the same.]
2 copies in 1 vol., folio (298 x 222 mm), each work
pp. 118, [2], each with engraved plate showing both
sides of a commemorative medal with a profile portrait
of Mezzofanti to recto, and the allegories of Asia,
Europe, Africa, and America paying their respects to the
cardinal to verso (plate loosely inserted in the second
copy); each copy extra-illustrated with a lithographic
frontispiece portrait of Mezzofanti, the second with an
additional printed dedication to Giuseppe Minarelli (see
below); the first copy printed on paper of six different
colours, the second copy on white paper; occasional
light spotting, tissue guard of portrait in second copy
foxed, offsetting from manuscript ink to p. 34 in first
copy, but overall both very good copies, bound together
in contemporary straight-grained roan-backed boards
with marbled sides, spine gilt ruled in compartments
with centre-pieces tooled in blind, lettered directly in
gilt, a little rubbed, edges slightly worn, somewhat
crude old repair to head of spine.
£950
A unique copy, unusually printed on sheets of six
different coloured papers, of a laudatory volume for
Cardinal Giuseppe Caspar Mezzofanti (1774–1849).
This is quite possibly the presentation copy for
Giuseppe Minarelli, rector of the university of
Bologna between 1826 and 1858, nephew of
Mezzofanti, and dedicatee of the work.

A famed polyglot, said to have mastered some thirtyeight languages fluently, a further thirty less perfectly,
and fifty related dialects to varying degrees (cf. Russell,
The Life of Cardinal Mezzofanti, London, 1858),
Mezzofanti was described by Lord Byron, who had met
him in Bologna, as a ‘monster of languages, the Briareus
of parts of speech, a walking polyglott and more, who
ought to have existed at the time of the tower of Babel
as universal interpreter’ (Detached Thoughts, No. 53).
Mezzofanti served in several posts at the University of
Bologna, including professor of Arabic (until ousted
under the Cisalpine Republic) and later of oriental
languages and Greek, as well as serving as private tutor
to the eldest son of Georgiana Hare-Naylor, English
painter and art patron. In 1831 Mezzofanti moved to
Rome as a member of the Congregation for the
Propagation of the Faith (Propaganda Fide), and in 1833
was appointed chief keeper of the Vatican library,
succeeding Angelo Mai in that role.
The present work, which includes poems in both Latin
and Italian verse, gathers praise from many contributors
in celebration of Mezzofanti’s elevation, in 1838, to
cardinal of Sant’Onofrio al Gianicolo in Rome. The first
of the two copies present here is strikingly printed on
bifolia of six different colours (yellow, beige, grey,
orange, green, and pink), a feature not recorded in any
other known copy. The lithographic portrait of
Mezzofanti by Giungi after Spagnoli also appear to be
unique to these two copies.
OCLC records only two copies outside Italy, at
Harvard and Lyon. LibraryHub shows no copies in
British institutions.

19. [MONASTICISM]. Risposta ad alcuni aggravi fatti
ai monaci nel libro, che ha il titolo di Politica, diritto, e
religione. Milan, Francesco Agnelli, 1742.
4to, pp. 174, [2]; some spotting and foxing throughout,
but largely light; in contemporary carta rustica, title in
ink on spine; a good copy.
£400
Only edition of this anonymous response to Giuseppe
Gorini Corio’s controversial Politica, diritto, e religione,
that had appeared in Milan at the start of the same year.
Although Corio’s work, kindly dubbed “ponderoso” by
Stefano Meschini in the DBI, covered political and legal
matters, it is only the final chapters, on religion, that
concern the author of this response; in particular, he
notes the ‘molte calunnie, e maldicenze che vi si leggono
contro de’Monaci’. Over the course of twelve chapters,
he reflects on the fate of Thomas Becket; the conduct
and moral legitimacy of the crusades, and whether they
were the cause of a collapse in Church discipline (the
author is rather more sympathetic to the crusaders than
was Corio); the role of the Knights Templar; flagellation;
the importance of manual work; the relaxation of
monastic rules and the wealth both of religious orders
and of individual monks; the ceremonial role of abbots;
the independence of monastic houses from episcopal
authority; and, more broadly, the unreasonableness of
the way Corio discusses anything to do with
monasticism.
Although the author of the present response remains
unknown, it has been suggested that it could be the work
of the Cistercian Ambrogio Arrigoni (see entry on Corio
in DBI, vol 58). It was one of a number of largely
anonymous responses to Corio’s rather anti-clerical work.
OCLC records copies at Harvard and Ticino only.

20. [NEDHAM, Marchamont]. Della sovranità del
popolo e dell’ eccellenza di una stato libero. Opera
scritta originalmente in Inglese nell’anno 1656. Milan,
Stamperia a S. Matria alla Moneta prsso S. Sepolcro,
l’anno I. della Repubblica Cisalpina [1797].
8vo, pp. [iv], 5-63, [1] errata; aside from some
occasional spotting, clean and fresh throughout; uncut
in contemporary wrappers, spine reinforced with paper;
some wear, but still a good copy.
£325
First Italian translation, printed in the first year of the
Cisalpine Republic, of Marchamont Nedham’s The
excellencie of a free-state; or, The right constitution of
a common-wealth, first published in 1656.
Interest in Nedham’s treatise on the continent had been
slight until the late eighteenth century, when Théophile
Mandar’s 1790 French adaptation, heavily laden with
Rousseauish emendations, appeared in Paris. The present
version, while also attempting to make Nedham’s treatise
both more relevant and more readable, takes the opposite
approach to Mandar’s footnote-heavy reading, by
stripping out a lot of the repetition in the original:
‘Avendo osservato che l’esposizione era nell’originale
ora imperfetta, ora difusa, ora ripetuta, io l’ho riformata.
Quindi, fedele alle idee dell’Autore, ne ho variato lo stile,
che procurai di conformare alla maestà del soggeto’
(p. i).
The translation is by the Milanese patriot, historian, and
poet Pietro Custodi (1771–1842). Custodi’s principal
opposition was to Napoleon, and to the French influence
on the Cisalpine Republic; the following year he was to
edit the swiftly suppressed Il Tribuno del Popolo, which
led to Napoleon’s issuing a warrant for his arrest.

Later reconciled to Napoleonic rule (it was preferable to
the Austrians and the Russians), he went on to edit the
series Scrittori classici italiani di economia politica,
which appeared in 50 volumes between 1803 and 1816.
OCLC records just one copy outside Italy, at Texas
A&M.

21. [NELSON, Horatio.] Relação do modo com que
desempenhou o chéfe de divasão, Donald Campbell, a
commissão de que o encarregou, o Almirante Lord
Nelson, na viagem ao porto de Tripoli, a fim de effeituar
a paz entre o baxá daquella regencia, e a coroa de
Portugal ... Lisbon, Simão Thaddeo Ferreira, 1799.
Small 4to, pp. 15, [1 blank]; woodcut arms of Portugal
to title; a very good, crisp, clean and wide-margined
copy in 19th-century quarter dark green morocco over
green and black marbled boards, spine lettered and
decorated in gilt, marbled endpapers, red silk place
marker; chip at foot of spine, some rubbing to
extremities and covers.
£275
Uncommon first edition of this account of the mission
entrusted to Commodore (later Rear Admiral) Donald
Campbell, commander of the Affonso de Albuquerque,
by Lord Nelson to negotiate a peace treaty between the
Pasha of Tripoli and the crown of Portugal. It details
Campbell's diplomatic dealings with the Pasha, under
Nelson's guidance, including his attempt to secure the
release of some French prisoners captured by Tripolitan
corsairs.
OCLC finds two copies in North America (Newberry,
University of Minnesota) and three in the UK (BL,
NLS, National Maritime Museum).

ANNOTATED HUMANIST EDITION

22. OVID. Pub. Ovidii Nasonis Heroidum epistolae.
Auli Sabini epistolae tres. Item eiusdem P. O. N. De
nuce elegia De medicami[n]e faciei ele. Strasbourg, ex
officina Schureriana, March 1518.
4to (in 4s and 8s), ff. [92]; title within handsome
woodcut border with some contemporary red colouring;
occasional marginal damp staining, a few marks to quire
P; overall a very good copy in recent marbled boards,
gilt lettering-piece to spine; contemporary ownership
inscription within scroll at head of title border ‘Jochi[m]
Plate est possessor huius libri’ and initials ‘JP’ at foot,
his extensive marginal and interlinear annotations, in
brown and occasionally red ink, to first 72 pages (up to
F8); 19th-century inscription ‘G. Lenz’ to title.
£6500
Rare early edition of Ovid’s Heroides, printed by the
important Strasbourg humanist and friend of
Erasmus, Matthias Schürer, and with profuse
annotations by a contemporary scholar.
The Heroides comprise fifteen epistolary poems in
elegiac couplets addressed by aggrieved heroines of
Greek and Roman mythology to their heroic lovers,
followed by three sets of paired epistles often referred
to as the Double Heroides. They are followed here by
Ovidian imitations now attributed to the 15th-century
Italian humanist poet Angelo Sabino, the pseudoOvidian poem De nuce, and Ovid's didactic poem on
women's cosmetics Medicamina Faciei Femineae. ‘All
the world loves a lover, and all the world has for a long
time loved most of the Heroides’ (Loeb edition).

Educated at the famous Latin school at Sélestat and then
at the university of Krakow, Matthias Schürer
(d. c. 1520) established his press and bookshop at
Strasbourg in 1508. Over the next twelve years he
printed numerous important editions of Greek and Latin
classics, with a bias towards poets and historians, in
addition to works by contemporary humanists,
including his friend Erasmus. ‘He was a scholar who
had mastered the new technology to serve his fellow
humanists’ (Contemporaries of Erasmus, III, p. 233).
This copy contains profuse annotations by one
Joachim Plate to the first twelve Heroides, including
those addressed by Penelope to Odysseus, Briseis to
Achilles, Dido to Aeneas, Deianira to Hercules, Ariadne
to Theseus, and Medea to Jason. The surname Plate is
of Germanic origin, and our annotator was likely
studying in the area of Strasbourg; quite possibly he too
attended the Latin school at nearby Sélestat, which in
the early 16th century was a noted centre of Renaissance
humanism.
Plate's annotations begin with notes on the life of Ovid
and an overview of the Heroides. At the start of each
poem he fills in the back story to each heroic couplet,
and his learned marginalia then provide a commentary
explaining the sense of particular passages, giving
information on people referred to, etc. They include
references to, for example, Homer, Herodotus, and
Strabo, as well as to other works by Ovid.
USTC 688665; VD16 O 1593. No copies traced in the
UK or US.

IN PRAISE OF FRIULARO WINE

23. PASTÒ, Lodovico. Elogio sul vin: ditirambo
burlesco scrito in dialeto Venezian. Fano, Giovanni
Lana, 1839.
12mo, pp. [2], 3-24, with woodcut vignette to title;
slight foxing, minor marginal stain to final leaf, but a
very good copy in recent marbled boards with
publisher’s printed wrappers bound in, bookplate
removed from front free endpaper.
£380
Extremely rare Fano imprint, and the first
appearance of Pastò’s El vin friularo de Bagnoli under
a new title and with notes.
A regional riposte in Venetian dialect to Redi’s Bacco
in Toscana, the Elogio sul vin praises the Bagnoli
Friularo wine above all others as a ‘blessed wine, the
most estimable, the best and most perfect’ (‘el più
stimabile, el più bon, el più perfeto … sto Friularo
benedeto’). The notes, besides translating unfamiliar
Venetian phrases, add information about the wine, such
as the name of the family owning particular vineyards
(Widmann), or the name of the estate where the best
Friularo is produced (‘del stradon’).
Bagnoli Friularo is a red wine produced in an area south
of Padua, made exclusively with Friularo grapes (also
known as Raboso Piave) coming from local historic
vineyards (this native grape variety has been present in
Bagnoli for over five centuries).

A Venetian poet and physician, Ludovico Pastò (1744–
1806) is best remembered in relation to gastronomy, both
for this poem and for his claim to cure fevers with
prosciutto and white wine.
OCLC records only one copy of this edition, at the
British Library.

24. PERNY DE VILLENEUVE, Jean. Le Guide
Astronomique, ou calendrier a l’usage des astronome &
des amateurs de l’astronomie; pour l’année commune
1789. Paris, chez l’auteur à l’Observatoire Royal, &
les Marchands de Nouveautés, [1789].
12mo, pp. 102; with folding engraved frontispiece and
two folding tables at end; numerous tables included in
text; entirely printed on blue paper; uncut in
contemporary blue interim wrappers; the odd bit of
marking, and extremities slightly worn, but still a very
good copy.
£550
A lovely copy, on blue paper, of this astronomical
almanac for 1789, designed as an aid to amateur
astronomers by Jean Perny de Villeneuve, one of JeanDominique Cassini’s students at the Observatoire Royal
in Paris.
With tables showing the daily movements of the moon
and planets, and details of eclipses, the visibility of
Saturn’s rings, and more, the work also contains
observations on comets (including the Ikeya-Zhang
comet previously seen in 1661, and predicted in 1789 –
it in fact only returned in 2002). As is to be expected,
the work of several Cassini generations features heavily,
but Perny also reflects on the work of Maupertuis and
Herschel, whose new discoveries are noted.
Perny de Villeneuve (b. 1765) was the author of several
works on astronomical and topographical subjects,
including a second Guide Astronomique for 1791. He
came to the royal observatory from having been a naval
artillery commander, and his career there was not
without incident; in the early days of the revolution, he
drunkenly threatened to kill Cassini, rather less

sympathetic to revolutionary ideas, with a sword after a
lively guardsmen’s dinner.
See: Chapin, Seymour, “The vicissitudes of a scientific
institution: a decade of change at the Paris Observatory”,
JHA xxi (1990), 235-274; OCLC records only one copy,
at Jena.

THE FURSTENBERG COPY

25. PINDAR. Pindari poetae vetustissimi, lyricorum
facile principis, Olympia Pythia Nemea Isthmia. Per
Ioan Loniceru[m] latinitate donata ... Basel, Andreas
Cratander, 1535.
4to, pp. [12], 458, [18]; text in Latin and Greek,
woodcut printer’s device to title and last page, woodcut
initials; small paper repairs at head of title, a3, a6, A1
and B1, small tears at foot of inner margins of quire Ff,
some light marginal damp staining; overall very good in
contemporary calf over wooden boards, tooled in blind
to a panel design, upper cover stamped with date 1535,
two brass catches and remains of clasps, ‘Pindarus’
inked to fore-edge, small strips from medieval
manuscript in gutter facing title and last page; rebacked,
corners renewed, upper joint split but firm; early
17th-century ink notes to title and front endpaper,
occasional underlining and marginalia in Latin and
Greek in red and brown ink, note with chronogram to
errata; ex libris book label of Jean Furstenberg.
£850
A handsome edition of the choral odes of Pindar, the
greatest lyric poet of ancient Greece, in an attractive
contemporary binding, from the celebrated
collection of Jean Furstenberg (1890–1982).
The odes, celebrating victories achieved in the Olympic,
Pythian, Nemean and Isthmian games, are here rendered
into Latin by the German philologist Johannes
Lonicerus (c. 1499–1569), professor of Greek and
Hebrew at the University of Marburg, and accompanied
by his extensive commentary. The first edition of his
Pindar was published by Cratander in 1528.

This copy contains a few annotations by an early
17th-century reader who identifies himself in an
inscription beneath the errata on the penultimate leaf,
which reads, ‘A me correcta sunt in gratiam posteritatis
19 Octobris anno M[a]g[iste]r Ioannes Curdes’, the
chronogram giving the date as 1606. The annotations
include references to various published works
e.g. Erasmus’ Adagia.
The binding bears a most interesting roll (not found in
Haebler), dated 1534, incorporating one male figure
with bow and arrow (Apollo?), and three female figures,
one with a dagger (Lucretia?), one apparently carrying
a head (Judith?), and another perhaps representing
Venus.
USTC 684133; VD16 P 2798.

26. PLINY the Younger, Caius (Isaac CASAUBON,
editor). Epist. lib. IX. Ejusdem et Trajani imp. epist.
amoebaeae. Ejusdem Pl. et Pacati, Memertini, Nazarii,
panegyrici. Item, Claudiani panegyrici. [Geneva],
Henri Estienne the Younger, 1591.
12mo, pp. 43, [20], [1, blank], 413, [3, blank], 448
(mis-numbered ‘414’), [27], [5, blank]; small woodcut
Oliva device on title, woodcut head-pieces; small
dampstain in lower outer corners of first few leaves, a
few printed marginalia slightly shaved, two holes at
inner margin of title with loss of a few letters, tears in
three leaves (f2, m1 and Bb1, without loss of text);
contemporary English calf sewn on three split thongs,
oval arabesque stamped in blind on covers, fore-edge
lettered in ink, two vestigial ties, eighteenth-century red
morocco lettering-piece and gilt fillets on spine,
pastedowns of printed gothic-letter waste (front
pastedown mostly lifted); rubbed, extremities worn,
short crack and small loss at foot of upper joint, head of
spine slightly chipped, spine chipped at head.
£400
Second Estienne edition, with Henry Estienne’s preface
and the notes of Isaac Casaubon. A good copy in a
contemporary English binding, with endpapers of early
printed waste (apparently an incunable or post-incunable
edition of Aristotle, De anima).
Provenance: George Cotton, with his early ownership
inscription on title, possibly George Cotton (1564–1647)
of Combermere Abbey in Cheshire; initials ‘A. C.’ in an
early hand at foot of title and on rear free endpaper.
Adams P1546; GLN 3491; USTC 451287.

‘HE WAK’D, AND ALL THE VISION
MIX’D WITH AIR’

27. [POPE, Alexander]. The Dunciad. An heroic
Poem. In three Books. The third Edition. Dublin,
Printed; London, Reprinted for A. Dodd. 1728. [Bound
after four other works.]
Five works in one vol.; 12mo, pp. viii, [2, ‘bastard’
title], 51, [1 blank]; with the owl frontispiece, very
lightly stained and with one or two spots; printed in
sixes; one rather severe waterstain and one slightly
lighter stain to gutter of last few leaves, at head and foot
respectively, affecting text, one or two further stains and
marks throughout; otherwise a good copy; engraved
frontispieces to two of the other works, five further
engraved plates; the odd dustmark, but generally good
copies in contemporary calf, spine with raised bands
and fillets, gilt, fairly worn; red morocco lettering
piece, gilt, reading ‘Plays’; joints neatly restored,
endpapers renewed; indistinct ownership inscription in
pencil to stub at front of volume; near-contemporary
price note and shelfmark.
£2750
‘Third edition’, i.e. the very rare fourth issue of the
first edition of the Dunciad. This copy bound in a tract
volume after contemporary plays by Congreve (Love for
Love, 1735) and Buckingham (The Rehearsal and The
Chances, 1723), and the ninth edition of Samuel Garth’s
poem The Dispensary (1726), with the Compleat Key to
the Dispensary (1726).

‘The poem was first printed in both duodecimo and
octavo formats, with the octavo apparently intended as
a large-paper issue. A 12mo reissue with the words ‘The
Second Edition’ on the title-page appeared next; about
one-and-a-half gatherings were reset. An additional
gathering was reset in each of the following two issues,
both in 12mo and calling themselves ‘The Third Edition’.
The contents of the five issues are virtually identical; in
both formats the poetic text begins at the start of
gathering B and continues to the end’ (Van der Meulen,
‘The Printing of Pope’s “Dunciad”’ in Studies in
Bibliography, 35 (1982), pp. 271-285).
The present issue was apparently unknown to the
Pope bibliographers W.G. Thoms, Colonel Grant and
J.W. Croker. It is distinguishable from a near-identical
issue by the pressmarks (see Foxon), and is given priority
because only one gathering is reset (B) as opposed to
two in the other issue (B and E). Stephen Weissman also
noted the addition in this issue of a footnote to ‘sable*
sere’ in line 185, p. 46, which refers to eighteenthcentury farces of Doctor Faustus, the asterisk being left
blank in the other issue (Ximenes, Occasional List 110,
no. 97; the copy being the one now at Virginia).
ESTC notes copies of this issue at Bodley and the BL
only in the UK; and at Huntington, Illinois, Virginia and
Yale in North America; Foxon also notes copies at
Harvard and the University of Texas.
Leffert 4; Griffith 203; Foxon P 767; ESTC T5540.

ONLY ONE OTHER COPY KNOWN

28. TERENTIUS AFER, Publius. Comoediae sex.
Post omnes omnium editiones summa denuò uigilantia
recognitae. Pavia (colophon: apud Francischum
Moschenum Bergomensem, et Ioannem Baptistam
Nigrum, socios, ciuesq[ue] Papienses), 1551.
8vo, pp. 326 (i.e. 330), [2]; woodcut printer’s device to
title; waterstain to upper margin, slightly larger and
heavier in the first few quires, otherwise a good,
unsophisticated copy, in a contemporary laced-case
vellum binding, remnants of fore-edge ties, lettered
‘Terencio’ in ink to spine; a handful of short
16th-century manuscript annotations to the text;
various sixteenth-century ownership inscriptions of
Giovanni Battista de [?...gisi] da Bordolano (a small
town not far from Pavia) to first and second front free
endpapers, with his request for the book to be returned
to him in case someone finds it (‘Johannes Baptista
possidet hunc librum si aliqui invenient oportebit
reddere illi Johanni Baptiste. Vale. Deus sit semper
nobiscum amen’); ownership inscription of Sigismondo
Barbo, dated 1591, to verso of colophon; a few
vocabulary entries of words starting with ‘p’
(‘parapherna’, ‘parasitus’, ‘parsimonia’...) in a
16th-century hand to second rear endpaper; short
16th-century manuscript notes (seemingly a list of
expenses) to rear cover.
£750
Extremely rare edition of Terence’s Comedies,
printed in Pavia by a short-lived printing press, for
use at the local university.
The printer Francesco Moscheni, originally from
Bergamo, started the first printing press in Alessandria
(in Piedmont) in 1547, together with his brothers Simone

and Giovanni Battista. In 1550 he moved to Pavia, home
to one of the oldest universities in the world, where he
entered into a partnership with Giovanni Battista Negri.
During the following two years, the two printers are
known to have produced only seven other books
(according to Edit16), all university texts, such as Matteo
Corti’s commentary on the Anathomia by Mondino dei
Liuzzi, or pedagogical works for the school (such as
Cristoph Hegendorff’s De vita iuventutis instituenda,
Ovid’s Heroides, and Vives’ Linguae Latinae
exercitatio). In 1551 the partnership was dissolved and
Moscheni moved to Milan, where he remained active
until the end of his career (and possibly his life) in 1566.
In this edition, each one of Terence’s plays is introduced
by a synopsis by Melanchthon, who is also the author of
a preface addressed to the teachers. Melanchthon’s
preface is preceded by a dedicatory letter from the printer
to the reader, dated Pavia, March 1551, and followed by
a long dedication by Gian Francesco Torresano to the
renowned bibliophile Jean Grolier (reprinted from the
1517 Aldine edition).
Not in Edit16, USTC, nor OCLC. ICCU records a
single copy in Italy, at the Biblioteca multimediale
Arturo Loria in Carpi (Modena).

UNRECORDED BACCHIC BALLET

29. VIGANÒ, Giulio. Bacco in Frigia: ballo
eroicomico favoloso in tre atti, espressamente composto
… da rappresentarsi nell’I.R. Teatro alla Canobiana nel
carnovale 1821. Milan, Carlo Dova, [1821].
12mo, pp. [2], 3-12; a very good, clean copy in recent
marbled boards with contemporary paper wrappers
bound in.
£480
Unrecorded, first and only edition, of a mock-heroic
Bacchic ballet in three acts by Giulio Viganò,
performed at the Teatro alla Canobiana for the Milan
carnival of 1821, and with Marianna Bummel Viganò as
a prima ballerina.
From a prominent family of choreographers and dancers,
Giulio Viganò was the younger brother of Salvatore
Viganò (1769–1821), and nephew of composer and
cellist Luigi Boccherini (1743–1805). Following a
successful career across Europe, collaborating with great
composers such as Beethoven and Rossini, the two
brothers settled in Milan in 1804, where they produced
ballets together until Salvatore’s death in 1821.
No copies could be traced on OCLC nor ICCU.

A SATIRICAL LIBRARY CATALOGUE

30.
VIVIEN, Nicolaas [falsely attributed to].
Catalogus van boecken, in de Byblioteque van Mr. Jan
de Witt, door zijn discipel den pensionaris van Vivien.
[N.p., 1672].
[offered with:]
Appendix van de boecken ofte Biblioteek van Mr. Johan
de Witt. Gedruckt voor Simon Goethals. [1672].
Two works, 4to, pp. [8]; and pp. [4]; Catalogus loose,
lacking stitching; Appendix somewhat browned, in later
stiff paper wrappers, front cover detached.
£475
First edition(?), one of several contemporary printings,
of an imaginary catalogue of the library of the
republican politician Johan de Witt (d. August 1672),
along with the first and only edition of an Appendix.
De Witt, who had been councillor pensionary of the
States of Holland, and thus de facto leader of the whole
of the Netherlands, since 1653, was a vehement opponent
of the Orangists, and a proponent of commercial rather
than military power. After 20 years the Golden Age,
what De Witt termed ‘de ware vrijheid’, came crashing
down after several disastrous defeats by an alliance of
the English and the French and the appointment of
William of Orange as Stadholder. De Witt was blamed
for his apparent neglect of the army in favour of the
commercial interests of the merchant classes; he and his
brother Cornelis were lynched by a mob in The Hague.
Some have suspected the hand of William, later William
III of England, in his murder - as an infant William had
been excluded from the stadholdership by a secret treaty
between Cromwell and De Witt.

The Catalogus and its Appendix comprise a satirical
booklist of ‘works’ by the De Witts (Johan, Cornelis,
and their father Jacob); together they make up a serious
of vicious ad hominem attacks. ‘Johann is accused of
corruption, waste of money from the state, nepotism and
many other severe aberrations, while Cornelis … is
mainly criticized for his conceit and boastfulness’
(Meijer Drees in Early Modern Catalogues of Imaginary
Books).
The 70 imaginary titles include: ‘2. Loafer or Scoundrel
by Jacob de Witt, being a clear description of his forest
walks, bellyaches and stomach twinges’ [Jacob de Witt
having apparently taken to long walks after his sons’
murders] … 12. Mr Jan and his squeaky little fiddle …
depicting the nightly amusements of the Raemstraat,
with commentary by Miss Coljer [with whom he was
supposedly having an affair] … 31. Cromwell’s
crocodile-tears … being a lamentation on all the
bloodshed, deaths and injuries … resulting from three
wars with the English. Started only to keep Mr Jan in
governance…’. Among the fictional titles are some
‘real’ ones – ‘25. Act of Seclusion’; ‘26. Perpetual Edict’
– the mechanisms by which William of Orange had been
excluded from power.
The Appendix is a shorter work, adding six new titles,
among them ‘Botanicus a la mode, or Horticultura
practicabilis, treating of the upkeep of Orange shoots and
the challenges of White Lilies [i.e. the French] and
Cuckoos, and about planting lilies and thistles in the
Dutch Garden’.
Knuttel, Catalogus van de pamfletten-verzameling
berustende in de Koninklijke bibliotheek 10345 and
10441.
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